Flatted Fifth Seth Zvi Rosenfeld
john h. binkley stage design - csun - the flatted fifth by seth zvi rosenfeld; directed by jon lawrence rivera
scene design, odyssey theatre, los angeles, ca may 2001 faust project adapted and directed by ron sossi from
geothe’s faust part i and part ii scene design, odyssey theatre, los angeles, ca may 2001 merged document
5 - hemispheric institute - ridley's the fastest clock in the universe and seth zvi flatted fifth (the new group);
patrick breen's at midnight morning and stray cats (naked bonney is the recipient of a 1998 obie award for
sustained excellence of direction and the editor of extreme merged document 4 - hemispheric institute universe, seth zvi roxefeld's the flatted fifth (the new group), patrick breen's at midnight and morning rain, and
warren leight's stray cats (naked angels). bonney is the recipient of a 1998 obie award for sustained
excellence of direction and the editor of jeffrey seller cameron mackintosh original new york ... - cale
(betwixt, a likely story), seth zvi rosenfeld (the flatted fifth, everything’s turning into beautiful), kevin elyot (my
night with reg, mouth to mouth), dmitry lipkin (cranes), and david rabe (hurlyburly). other usa and world
premieres include curtains, hazelwood jr. high, east is east, roar, the women of the downey arts coalition
keeps you informed of the -up ... - organizations to work toward a shared vision of a we began in 2010 with
just a website and a facebook **please join us for a brief q&a after the reading.
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